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Introduction & Background
Due to an increased emphasis on serving students with disabilities in inclusive, general education settings, nearly 30 times as many school-aged students with disabilities such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) were included in general education
settings for at least 40% of the school day in 2010-11 than in 1995-96 (Data Accountability Center, n.d.). There are obvious potential benefits to inclusion such as increased opportunities for peer interaction, academic achievement, and an opportunity for
schools to cut costs by reducing specialized services. However, evidence exists that reinforce the premise that putting a child with a disability in a general education classroom or other general education settings (e.g., art, music) often does not result in
desired outcomes due to inadequate training and support for school personnel. Such inadequacies may result in students with disabilities, especially those with significant language delays, spending
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most of the day disengaged from ongoing school routines or engaging in disruptive behavior thus precluding progression or success within academic or functional programming due to insufficient
support from school personnel (Schietecatte, Roeyers, & Warreyn, 2012). Furthermore, the disengagement or disruption may lead to exclusionary practices such as suspensions or expulsions.
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Even though training school personnel in inclusive settings is important for positive student outcomes, successful implementation of taught strategies requires the acquisition of practical hands-on
experience. Yet, professional development is often provided in a traditional didactic format.
To support school personnel and the transfer of knowledge to their classroom, HANDS in Autism® Interdisciplinary Training & Resource Center has developed a training curriculum that focuses on a
range of topics important for an inclusion classroom providing support not only on the major components of the school-personnel training, like evidence-based practices, but also showing specific
and applicable examples of use of strategies, like adapting educational materials.
The aforementioned training process supporting implementation is evident within the topics available for exhibition and highlights the use of such an approach in training personnel with respect
to the adaptation of materials and also the practical and effective utilization of data. Both of these examples and topics are included and trained both as part of the HANDS in Autism® Model and in
targeted, interactive trainings thus serving as examples in practice for supporting school-based teams working with individuals with ASD and related disabilities.
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HANDS in Autism® Model
The HANDS in Autism® Interdisciplinary Training and Resource Center was developed in 2004 with foundational support from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to extend outreach and training offered from the Indiana
University School of Medicine across settings within communities (Fig.1). The HANDS Center was developed to address core issues in servicing and supporting students with disabilities by providing an innovative,
research-based, interactive hands-on learning process to enable skill development and implementation while serving to bridge a number of community systems in their shared responsibility to support student
outcomes. Though the model fosters an emphasis on ASD, the practices and procedures are well documented and have been utilized with demonstrated benefit across a wide range of settings (e.g., preschool through
high school, high minority schools) with documented outcomes for high need students and across students with a range of disabilities (i.e., across eligibilities as well
as developmental and cognitive capacities). The interdisciplinary composition of the HANDS Team allows for diverse perspectives and expertise in supporting
professionals and families. In addition, the HANDS Team has proficiency in providing support and training across all levels of academic, behavioral, and
functional programming thus impacting all students with disabilities as noted previously.
The HANDS in Autism® Model (Fig.2)consists of a hands-on learning process in the naturalistic education setting comprised of curriculum
rooted in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) with a focus on data-driven decision making and evidence-based practices (EBPs). With
recognition that no single intervention or strategy is equally effective with all individuals, the HANDS Model offers professionals a
comprehensive set of strategies with solid empirical support for use with individuals with disabilities. The specific curriculum
content and delivery of the HANDS Model is novel in its approach with specific alignment to the following core beliefs:
(1) Student-strength driven: a focus upon building strengths and successes of individuals with an emphasis on
proactive planning and teaching practical skills (Iovannone, Dunlap, Huber, & Kincaid, 2003; National Research
Council [NRC], 2001); (2) Collaborative: delivery across community stakeholders for consistency, coordination,
and positive collaboration for students with disabilities (Baker et. al., 2005; Interagency Autism Coordinating
Committee, 2005; Swiezy, Stuart, & Korzekwa, 2008); (3) Data-driven: a relationship to data-driven decision
making practices across all settings to affect best outcomes through systematic planning and individualization
of efforts (Iovannone et al., 2003; NRC, 2001); (4) Scientifically-based: a basis from current research in special
education, psychology, and related fields with relevance to ASD and other DD with a focus on the practical
and effective blending of scientifically-based strategies (Horner, Carr, Strain, Todd, & Reed, 2002; Matson,
Benavidez, Compton, Paclawskj, & Bagilo, 1996; National Autism Center [NAC], 2009; Odom et al., 2003); (5)
Fig. 1 HANDS in Autism®: Levels of Services & Collaboration
Interactive: an incorporation of implementation and systems training research that indicate the need to appeal
to varied learning styles (Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005) and the need for more interactive strategies to ensure usage in naturalistic settings (McClannahan, &
Krantz,1993; Joyce & Showers, 2002); (6) Practical and accessible: delivery through accessible materials, training, technology, and consultative staff in efforts to decrease barriers,
increase support, and improve implementation and utilization of the strategies taught; and (7) Process-driven: an infusion with a fluid and integrated process for effectively
educating all students by incorporating data-driven strategies, research-based methods, collaboration and individualized needs to develop effective programming (Iovannone
et al., 2003; Kazdin, 2001; NRC, 2001). The curriculum inherent within the HANDS Model highlights core elements noted for effective educational practices with focus upon
“individualized supports and services, systematic instruction, comprehensive and structured learning environments, specific curriculum content, [and a] functional approach to
problem behavior and family involvement” (Yell, Drasgow, & Lowrey, 2005) with additional emphasis in regards to effective implementation.
Fig. 2 HANDS in Autism®: Curriculum

Making Data Practical and Effective
Frequent monitoring of student performance and progress is essential to ensure ongoing data-driven decision-making that addresses academic, behavioral, and functional performance and ensures that progression
towards defined behavioral and academic goals is monitored. Such monitoring informs instruction, intervention, and generalization while also providing information to drive decisions related to adaptations,
learning activities, and instructional supports to promote student independence.
To be effective, selection of appropriate data methods as well as the ongoing data collection, analyses, visual representation and utilization in decision-making processes needs to be practical and applicable
to the needs of the students and capacity of the classroom and school. Students with developmental disabilities, such as ASD, demonstrate a number of cognitive,
academic, communication, functional, behavioral, and social challenges that preclude inclusion and prohibit adequate progression and opportunity across settings.
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Gaining an understanding and awareness of the strengths, interests, and skills of the students will lay the foundation for programming; however,
the use of data from the early stages of informal assessment through baseline, determination of goals and services, progress monitoring, and
Data Collection Decision Tree
potentially reassessment will ensure programming fosters new knowledge, skills, and progress toward goals. Training on critical concepts
related to data-driven decision making through the use of the HANDS in Autism® Model and associated training process ensure that the
aforementioned stages are taught and occur systematically with sufficient practice opportunities for participants.
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Module 11: Data Collection & Representation

Task Analysis

Rubrics, rating
scales
Paper-pencil
data and stopwatch
Scatter plot (e.g.
occurrence/nonoccurrence),
trial data, time
sampling
Tally sheet,
paper-pencil
data

Paper-pencil
data and stopwatch

30 second
tantrum, 15
minutes on task
Earned tokens in
50% of activities,
3 out of 5 correct
answers on test,
on task in 7 out
of 10 sampled
intervals
5 tantrums/hour,
15 acts of
aggression/day
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The HANDS in Autism® Model is composed of modules (e.g., physical and visual structure, schedules) embedded within each of the five
partitioned categories (i.e., Building the Environment, Assessing, Setting Goals, Teaching, Generalizing). The modules reflect a
hierarchy of implementation with each module systematically building upon the next module within each category. Training
progresses by successively working through the modules for school-based teams and schoolwide participants. Implementation
of a module in accordance with the HANDS in Autism® Training Process uses the technology infrastructure that is established
during early collaborations with school-based teams through the use of interactive web-modules that incorporate the premises
of problem-based learning and self-guided assessment. Following introduction of the concepts by module, concepts initially
introduced through the web-modules will be further trained onsite through (1) didactic, interactive materials, (2) observation,
(3) modeling and live feedback, (4) coaching and structured feedback, and (5) mentoring
Staff Training Preferences Name: ____________________________ regarding module content.
Learning Style

Feedback

What tasks do you enjoy or want to “own”?

How do you learn best?

How would you prefer feedback?

Format for
collecting data

Work Likes

Behavioral and
Academic
Examples
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=A2 +1

Formulas tell the computer what value (in this case,
what date) to display in a cell. This particular formula
tells the computer that we want the value in cell A3
(the cell that has the formula) to be one value greater than what’s in cell A2 (that’s what the “+1” does).
Once you press “enter”, you’ll find that the value in cell A3 is now written as Tuesday’s date.

Definition

Count/
frequency

Click on the cell below Monday’s date and type the
following formula:

Duration

Rather than type the dates for the rest of the chart individually, try following a shortcut.

Proportion/
Percent





Intensity/
Relative
Measure
Latency

Quality

In the first row under the column titled “Date”, type in the date for the first day that you will begin to collect data
(in this tutorial, we’ll assume that data collection begins on a Monday).

How often?



Rate

2) Fill in the date column.

Type of
Measurement/
Data

Click and drag to select the column titles.
Click on the “bold” button (under the font section) and
the center button (under the alignment section)
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Time

If the text is larger than the cell, hover the mouse
over the right side of the top of the column and double-click. The column will automatically change its size
to fit the text.

How long?

Advance to the next cell by using the arrow keys or by double-clicking inside it



What are you able to measure?



What do you want to measure?

To do this, double click in the box where you want to type.

Data Collection Decision Tree©



To what level?

1) Type the title for each column.

Computer Chores

Visual (pictures or words)

Talk 1:1

Task Making

Auditory

Large group generalized
conversation

Activity Planning

Kinesthetic (hands-on)

Written note

Cleaning

Visual (watching examples)

In the moment

Choreography

Other:

Other:
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Your expectations of me:

Data
Other:

Time Needed for Boostering

Boostering

Motivation

How do you prefer to receive training?

What are some things that motivate you?

In the moment- Hands-on or
model

Positive praise / attention

Daily

In the moment- Verbal

Activity choices

Weekly

Later - Hands-on

Breaks broken into different
chunks

Monthly

Later - Verbal

Other:

How often do you think we should review?

Other:

Data collection, visual representation and analysis, and application as part of ongoing data-driven decision making is an important component of the
HANDS in Autism® Model or training curriculum. As part of the training, school personnel and other professionals are walked through all the steps of
the process and leave equipped with the tools, ideas, and strategies support implementation within their classrooms and settings.
• Instructor-led and self-paced opportunities for content overview
• Introduction of the topic through problem-based learning utilizing video activities, practice scenarios to assess needs and challenges of students,
and ways to adapt data collection methods
• Support of independent study utilizing job aids, templates, and other supports to assess and prioritize data collections needs and the
implementation of the data plan
• Ongoing assessment and adjustment of the created plan for sustained and continuous progress of students with developmental disabilities.

Other:

Adapted from Anne Flectcher (2010). Indianapolis Public Schools, Rousseau McClellan #91. Primary Autism Teacher

The model has been successfully implemented in part or in whole across multiple schools in Indiana
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For more information about the program, visit our website www.HANDSinAutism.org

